
Dear Sir, 
Intech Online is an Indian Information and Communications Technology company. We are a company focused on Internet Protocol based data services. We offer a variety of solutions in Network Management, OFC connectivity, Application Integration, Hosting with System Integration and Management. Incorporated in 2014, Intech holds an ISP license as well as IP level 1 license for Mumbai, Maharashtra & Goa circles. We are an ISO 9001:2008 and ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified organization. 

We currently operate a broadband network with more than a lakh plus users. We provide our users with multiple choices in relation to speed & connectivity. These networks are operated by us not only in towns like Mumbai & Thane, but also semi urban areas of Pune, Latur and even remote area around Nasik & Nagpur. 
We believe that all the action is going to be in India considering that the country’s 277 million Internet users (from among three billion globally) represent the world’s second-biggest mass audience driven by new technology. The lesson for India lies not so much in what it may do for e-commerce, messaging and advertising, although the growth story there would also help globalise the Indian market. It is more about harnessing this great force to help the less advantaged make the giant technological leap to the modern world of knowledge and arm them with the power to maximise their gains from access to data. 

India is headed for complete digitization of all gram panchayats and all government, semi government offices including all schools, colleges, hospitals, public utilities with free wifi facilities under Prime Minister Narendra Modi's Digital India Drive. 
We wish to be a part of this initiative and would like to propose Free WiFI connectivity to rural areas, even remote locations wherein currently experience of Internet is limited to mobile devices or not even that. 
We will set up the entire infrastructure required to provide Internet services, Wi Fi and even Surveillance facilities if desired to such areas which can help our rural populace to have important, useful information about government schemes and other employment opportunities at their fingertips. Farmers can benefit from Internet based weather forecasting applications and School children can use the Internet for educational and recreational purposes. There is no doubt in any mind about the enrichment such exposure can bring to the Rural population. 

We intend to provide Free Internet facilities and set up Free WiFi in such locations. This infrastructure will be completely without any cost to user. 

Our only challenge is connectivity to such locations and we will look forward to Government assistance in providing us with Fibre connectivity through BSNL to such locations and the rest will be done by us at our cost. 
At Intech we believe that the powers of the Internet can be harnessed for a lot of enriching experiences and so seek your active cooperation to take this step towards making India a truly Digital India with all its villages connected to the information super highway. 

To discuss these plans in detail we request your time and do let us know how we can take this further. 



Regards,  
 Nitish Gaitonde Intech Online Pvt Ltd  Mobile - 9004398994  


